SPOTLIGHT ON THE NEW MARKETING ORGANIZATION

54 The Ultimate Marketing Machine In the digital age, as new marketing approaches emerge daily, what strategies, structures, and capabilities should organizations adopt? Marc de Swaan Arons, Frank van den Driest, and Keith Weed

64 Decision-Driven Marketing When marketing works closely with other units to execute key decisions, it can get things done far more quickly and effectively than in the past. Aditya Joshi and Eduardo Giménez

72 Unlock the Mysteries of Your Customer Relationships Your customers aren’t just resources to be harvested; they’re individuals looking for a certain kind of relationship with your brand. Jill Avery, Susan Fournier, and John Wittenbraker

82 The Rise of the Chief Marketing Technologist As IT becomes increasingly central to marketing, a new type of executive—part strategist, part creative director, part technology leader, and part teacher—is emerging. Scott Brinker and Laura McLellan
THE BIG IDEA

The Crisis in Retirement Planning
Fund managers and savers must stop focusing on amassing the largest possible pot of savings and instead invest in ways that secure a guaranteed income in retirement. Robert C. Merton

Sustainability in the Boardroom
As concerns about climate change, pollution, and global working conditions intensify, companies would do well to follow Nike's example: Create a board-level committee dedicated to corporate responsibility. Lynn S. Paine

Four Paths to Business Model Innovation
A framework to make innovating your business model a continual, inclusive process Karan Girotra and Serguei Netessine

"I Came Back Because the Company Needed Me"
Yang calls his strategy "protect and attack"—defending Lenovo's core market in PCs while moving into new growth areas such as mobile and the cloud. Lenovo CEO Yang Yuanqing, interviewed by Adi Ignatius

HOW WE DID IT

The CEO of Ozon on Building an e-Commerce Giant in a Cash-Only Economy
Among other things, the company essentially had to create its own FedEx to work around Russia's unreliable delivery systems. Maelle Gavet

THE GLOBE

How the Other Fukushima Plant Survived
Fukushima Daini survived the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami without an explosion or a meltdown—unlike its sister plant to the north. Here's why. Ranjay Gulati, Charles Casto, and Charlotte Krantiris
From the Editor

Interaction

Idea Watch

23 ORGANIZATION
Managing Change, One Day at a Time
Leaders looking to transform company culture can borrow from 12-step techniques.
PLUS Why firms that bet on a losing technology can still win, and how “brand tourists” can grow sales

30 DEFEND YOUR RESEARCH
Managers Reject Ideas Customers Want
Is a focus on the wrong qualities leading companies to miss out on potential hits?

32 VISION STATEMENT
The Whys and Wherefores of Executive Pay
The pivotal events that got us where we are today

35 STRATEGIC HUMOR

COLUMNs
34 RAM CHARAN
HR needs to divide and conquer.
36 STEVE GIRSKY
Keep your company’s story clear and consistent.

Changing culture by changing habits page 23
Why are CEOs compensated exceedingly well? page 32
“I never wanted to be a leader.” page 132

Experience

116 MANAGING YOURSELF
Becoming a First-Class Noticer
Even upstanding managers can miss or ignore important signals of ethical wrongdoing. Here’s how to hone your noticing skills. Max H. Bazerman

126 SYNTHESIS
Is suffering necessary for success? Daniel McGinn

129 EXECUTIVE SUMMARIES

132 LIFE’S WORK
Pelé The soccer superstar on his love of family, the public, and the game
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